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The predictive numerical simulation of near-limit turbulent premixed combustion, in which the turbulent intensity

is high and the fuel/air mixture is near the flammability limit, remains challenging. In this study, large-eddy

simulation (LES)/filtered density function (FDF) simulations of a high-speed piloted premixed jet burner flame are

performed to illustrate the importance of the resolved level of reactive scalars and micromixing modeling on

predicting the overall combustion process. The simulations with increased resolved levels of reactive scalars yield

notably improvedpredictions throughout the extinction–reignition region of this flame. The sources of grid sensitivity

are thoroughly examined through the quantification of the resolved levels of the velocity and scalar fields, as well as

themixing-reaction budgets. Subgridmixing is identified as themost prominent factor for grid sensitivity. The effects

of mixing timescale modeling are investigated and quantified through a parametric study of the mixing rate

parameter and the development of an augmented hybrid mixing timescale model in the LES context. As far as the

mixing formulation is concerned, theEuclideanminimumspanning treemodel showsa lower level of grid dependence

than the interaction by exchange with the mean model due to the enforcement of localness in composition space.

Nomenclature

CM = mixing rate parameter
lη = Kolmogorov length scale, m

Si = reaction rate of composition i, 1∕seU = density-weighted spatially filtered velocity, m∕s
x = physical location, m
Yi = mass fraction of composition ieΓi

= density-weighted spatially filtered molecular diffusivity
of composition i, m2∕seΓt

= density-weighted spatially filtered turbulent diffusivity,

m2∕s
Δ = filter width, m
�ρ = spatially filtered density, kg∕m3

ϕi = specific mole number of composition i, mole∕kg
Ωf = flame-induced subgrid mixing frequency, 1∕s
ΩM = mixing frequency, 1∕s
Ωt = subgrid turbulence frequency, 1∕s

I. Introduction

T URBULENT lean premixed combustion is one of the promising
techniques to meet the ever increasingly stringent emission

regulations for both aeroengines and industrial gas turbines [1]. By
operating combustors under the lean premixed conditions, the local

equivalence ratiomaintains at a low level so that the local hot spots get
eliminated, minimizing the production of thermal nitrogen oxides
(NOx), and thus the overall NOx emission [2]. An inherent problem
to lean premixed combustors is related to engine turndown ratio.
Namely, for a combustor designed to operate with a low equivalence
ratio under a high load, it needs to operatewith avery leanmixture near
the flammability limit at the low-power level. Moreover, combustors
of this type usually feature high turbulent intensity to accomplish a
high level of premixing [3], resulting in intense turbulence–chemistry
interaction, which further causes complex near-limit combustion phe-
nomena, e.g., local extinction/reignition and trigger flame instability.
These could eventually lead to blowout or intense thermal-acoustic
instability, bringing structural damages to engines [4,5]. Therefore, it
is essential, although challenging, for combustion simulation to cap-
ture these near-limit flame phenomena for reliable engine design.
A set of piloted premixed jet burner (PPJB) flames have been

developed for investigating turbulence–chemistry interactions in lean
and highly turbulent premixed flames [6,7]. This configuration is
attractive in the sense that it has a simplified geometrywhile featuring
the key combustion characteristics of our interest, i.e., a very high
turbulence intensity and a near-lean-flammability-limit equivalence
ratio. More important, detailed measurements on temperature
and species allow systematic comparison with model predictions.
The burner consists of a high-speed lean premixed (equivalence ratio
0.5) methane–air central jet with a jet diameter of D � 4 mm and
a low-speed hot pilot composed of stoichiometric methane–air
burned products, and it is surrounded by a coflow of lean premixed
hydrogen–air burned products. The PM1 flame series consists
of four flames denoted as PM1-50, PM1-100, PM1-150, and
PM1-200 corresponding to the central jet bulk velocities of 50,
100, 150, and 200 m∕s, respectively. The turbulence–chemistry
interaction becomes stronger with the increase of the central jet
velocity as indicated by the flame luminosity. The PM1-150 flame
exhibits reduced luminosity between the axial location x∕D of
15.0 and 30.0, followed by a prominent increase of luminosity.
Meanwhile, the PM1-200 flame is close to global extinction.
Avariety of turbulent combustion models have demonstrated their

success for the low-speed flames of PM1-50 and PM1-100 [8–11].
However, the high-speed flames of PM1-150 and PM1-200 remain
challenging, despite substantial computational efforts that have
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been made with various modeling approaches [10–13]. For flame
PM1-150, although the predicted mean and root mean square (rms)
properties of the mixture fraction match reasonably well with the
experiment, the reaction progress is in general significantly over-
predicted and the extinction–reignition process cannot be accurately
reproduced. There have been several studies [10,12,13] on different
aspects of modeling (e.g., chemical kinetics, micromixing models,
and inlet boundaries) in order to understand the origin of the model-
ing inaccuracy. None have been successful but, nevertheless, these
works are of value in eliminating possible causes and making small
improvements. Transported probability density function (TPDF)
methods have shown some promise toward better prediction for these
flames. The TPDF simulations in the Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes (RANS) context by Dunn et al. [12] show that the axial
variation of the level of turbulence–chemistry interaction for flame
PM1-150 gets qualitatively better predicted by increasing the mixing
rate parameter from 1.0 to 8.0. In conjunction with the large-eddy
simulation (LES), theLES/filtered density function (FDF) simulation
by Rowinski and Pope [13] yielded reasonable predictions of the
PM1-150 flame in terms of the species radial profiles up to
x∕D � 30.0, together with a systematic investigation of the effects
of inlet boundary conditions, chemical kinetics, and the mixing rate
parameter CM on macroscopic flame characteristics. The study
showed that good predictions up to x∕D of 30.0 can be achieved
by increasing CM from 5.0 to 20.0. However, the overprediction of
the combustion process was still severe at x∕D � 45.0, and a further
increase of CM resulted in minor improvement. The underlying
physics for the overpredicted combustion process is still unclear.
Meanwhile, although a grid convergence study on the statistics of
velocities and mixture fraction has been carried out in Ref. [13], the
resolved level of reactive scalar fields has not been quantified. More-
over, the effects of grid resolution and micromixing modeling on
subgrid physiochemical processes warrant further investigation.
In this work, LES/FDF simulations of the PM1-150 flame are

performed, which yield notably improved predictions throughout the
extinction–reignition region by increasing grid resolution. The
effects of grid resolution are investigated from the perspective of
the resolved level of the velocity and scalar fields. The profound
effects of grid resolution on subgrid physiochemical processes are
investigated via a mixing-reaction budget analysis. The effects of
mixing timescale modeling on the predicted combustion process are
investigated through a parametric study of the mixing rate parameter
and the augmentation of a timescale model for reactive scalars. The
importance of the mixing formulation is illustrated by comparing the
predictions from the interaction by exchange with the mean (IEM)
and Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the

LES/FDF methodology and the simulation settings are presented.
In Sec. III, the predicted time-averaged radial profiles are presented,
followed by the flame structure analysis. In Sec. IV, the resolved level
of velocity and reactive scalar fields is quantified, followed by the
mixing-reaction budget analysis. In Sec. V, a parametric study of the
mixing rate parameter CM and the comparison between the IEM and
EMST models are presented, followed by a discussion on a hybrid
mixing timescale model. Conclusions are in Sec. VI.

II. LES/FDF Methodology and Simulation Settings

The LES/FDF approach employed is based on a two-way coupled
hybrid scheme between a finite volume solver and a Monte Carlo
particle solver [14–16]. The subgrid turbulence–chemistry interac-
tion is resolved through the joint composition probability density
function. Specifically, the finite volume solver solves the following
modeled continuity and momentum transport equations:

∂�ρ
∂t

� ∇ ⋅ ��ρ eU� � 0 (1)

∂�ρ eU
∂t

� ∇ ⋅ ��ρ eU eU�

� −∇ �p� ∇ ⋅
�
�ρ�eυ�eυt��∇eU� �∇eU�T −

2

3
I∇ ⋅ eU��

(2)

where the bar (-) and the tilde (e) denote spatial filtering and density-
weighted spatial filtering, respectively. eU, �ρ, and �p are the filtered
velocity, density, and pressure, respectively. Also,eυ andeυt are the
filtered molecular and subgrid turbulent viscosities. These equations
are cast in a cylindrical coordinate, with a second-order conservative
scheme being applied for discretization. More details about the
solution algorithm can be found in Ref. [17]. Continuity is enforced
through solving the pressure Poisson equation. Note that, as the
filtered density computed from the computational particles contains
considerable random noise due to the nature of the Monte Carlo
approach, a transport equation for the specific volume (reciprocal of
the filtered density, 1∕�ρ) is solved to obtain a smoothed filtered
density consistent with the computational particles [16]. In theMonte
Carlo particle solver, each computational particle carries the proper-
ties including composition ϕ, position x, and mass m; and the
evolution of the particles in physical and composition space is
governed by the following stochastic differential equations:

dx� � �eU� ∇�eΓt �ρ�∕�ρ��dt� �2eΓ�
t �1∕2dW� (3)

dϕ��t� � M�ϕ��dt� �∇ ⋅ ��ρeΓ∇eϕ�∕�ρ��dt� S�ϕ��dt (4)

whereeΓ andeΓt are the filtered molecular and turbulent diffusivities,
dW� is an independent Wiener increment, S�ϕ�� is the reaction rate,
andM�ϕ�� represents the rate of change due to subgrid mixing. For

the IEM model [18], M�ϕ�� � Ω�
M × �fϕ� − ϕ��, where Ω�

M repre-

sents the mixing frequency. The superscript � denotes either an
individual particle property or a value of the filtered LES field
evaluated at the particle’s location. According to Eq. (4), the effects
of molecular diffusion are treated by the first two terms on the right-
hand side. The resolved part of molecular transport is handled by the
gradient transport term, whereas the unresolved part of molecular
mixing is handled by the micromixing model. This treatment of
molecular diffusion allows differential diffusion effects to be
accounted for and produces no spurious scalar variance when
approaching the direct numerical simulation (DNS) limit [19,20].
The Vreman algebraic subgrid model [21] is used to compute the

subgrid turbulent viscosity, which is given by

eΓt � Cv

��������������������������������
Bβ∕

�
∂eUj

∂xi

∂eUj

∂xi

�s

where Cv � 2.5C2
S with the Smagorinsky constant CS is taken to be

0.1; and Bβ is the second invariant of a tensor quantity, which was

comprehensively described in Ref. [21]. The subgrid turbulent dif-
fusivity is computed from the subgrid turbulent viscosity using a
turbulent Schmidt number of 0.4 [22]. The value of 0.4 is not
specifically optimized for this configuration; it has been applied to
both non-premixed [22] and premixed [13] combustions in the con-
text of theLES.The results presented inAppendixA illustrate that the
simulation exhibits little sensitivity to the turbulent Schmidt number
ranging from 0.4 to 0.6. The molecular diffusivity is computed using
the unity Lewis number assumption; therefore, differential diffusion
effects are not considered in this work. The mixing frequency ΩM is
modeled by the constant mixing rate parameter model:

ΩM � CMΩt � CM�eΓ�eΓt�∕Δ2 (5)

where CM is a model constant, Ωt � �eΓ�eΓt�∕Δ2 is the subgrid
turbulence frequency, and Δ is the filter width. The micromixing
model (M�ϕ�) is taken to be either IEM [18] or EMST [23]. In the
following contents, IEM is applied unless specifically stated.
The LES/FDF simulation employs a 16-species reduced mecha-

nism, ARM1, for methane [24]. Detailed chemical mechanisms
(e.g., GRI3.0 [25] and UCSD [26]) were found to yield similar
predictions for this flame [10]. The viscosity and thermal diffusivity
are computed as a function of a temperature using the curve fits given
by Ref. [13], i.e., ν � ν0�T∕T0�1.69 and α � α0�T∕T0�1.71, where
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T0 � 300 K, ν0 � 1.60 × 10−5 m2∕s, and α0 � 2.24 × 10−5 m2∕s.
These curve fits have been validated against the mixture-averaged
transport properties from TRANLIB in CHEMKIN [27] for the
methane–air mixture considered in this flame. The maximum error
is less than 1% and is sufficiently accurate for the current LES/FDF
simulation. Molecular diffusivity is obtained from the thermal dif-
fusivity with the unity Lewis number assumption. The specific heat
capacity is calculated usingCKLIB inCHEMKIN [27]. The ideal gas
law is applied as the equation of state. In situ adaptive tabulation
(ISAT) [28,29] is applied to accelerate chemistry calculations, with

the ISATerror tolerance being 6 × 10−6. The results using half of the

error tolerance (i.e., 3 × 10−6) are presented in Appendix B to illus-

trate that further reducing the ISAT error tolerance below 6 × 10−6

has only a minor impact on predictions. The nominal number of
computational particles per cell is 20, and the statistics are time
averaged for 10 flowthrough times. These numerical settings have
been extensively tested inRef. [13] to ensure numerical accuracy. The
mixing rate parameter CM is 20.0 unless specifically stated. The
cylindrical computational domain extends 60D in the axial direction,
24D in the radial direction, and 2π in the circumferential direction,
where D is the central jet diameter of 4 mm. Three sets of grids have
been employed, namely, G1 of 192 × 96 × 48 cells, G2 of 256 ×
120 × 64 cells, and G4 of 256 × 216 × 64 cells in the axial, radial,
and circumferential directions, respectively. The inlet boundary con-
ditions are taken to be the same as in Ref. [13]. Figure 1 shows a
schematic plot of the inlet conditions and the approximated flame
location in the computational domain.
The cylindrical domain is discretized by unevenly spaced grid

points in the axial and radial directions. To illustrate the grid reso-
lution in terms of the characteristic flame thermal thickness δL, the
ratio of δL over the grid spacing in the axial (Δx) and radial (Δr)

directions is shown in Fig. 2a. The characteristic thermal thickness is
0.29 mm, which is computed as δL � �Tb − Tu�∕max�j∇Tj� from
the opposed jet flame of the central jet versus pilot streams with the
maximum bulk strain rate before extinction. Note that Tb and Tu are
the burned and unburned temperatures. As in Refs. [10,12,30], the
opposed jet flame is chosen as reference because the tangential strain
produced by the opposing streamsmimics the effect of shear in the jet
flame. As shown, there are about one and two radial cells per δL in the
central jet region for G1 and G4, respectively. Therefore, the flame
structure is not fully resolved, even with the finest grid. As for the
axial resolution, there is about half of a cell per δL for G1, G2, and G4
before x∕D � 5.0. Note that the prediction is less affected by the
axial resolution, and the results inAppendixC show that doubling the
axial resolution has only minor effects on species profiles. To further
confirm that the LES/FDF simulations preformed are not in the DNS
limit of the flowfield, Fig. 2b shows the radial profiles of the ratio
between the time-averaged subgrid turbulent diffusivity and the

resolved molecular diffusivity (i.e., heΓt∕eΓi) at four axial locations.
As shown, the ratio gets reduced by increasing grid resolution, but it
is still on the order of unity even for the finest grid.

III. Species Distribution and Flame Structure Analysis

A. Time-Averaged Radial Profiles

Figure 3 shows the radial profiles of the time-averaged quantities.
As shown, the central jet mixture fraction is well predicted through-
out the domain. Good grid convergence in terms of heξji before
x∕D � 30.0 is observed, which is consistent with the previous find-
ings for the nonreacting PM1-200 flame [13]. A slight variation in

heξji is observed at x∕D � 45.0 due to the changes in the combustion

process, and therefore the mixing characteristics with the grid

Fig. 1 Schematic plot of the inlet boundaries and approximated flame location in the computational domain.

Fig. 2 Ratios of a) reference flame thickness over radial and axial grid space (dashed black lines denote boundaries of jet/pilot and pilot/coflow) and
b) subgrid turbulent diffusivity over resolved molecular diffusivity.
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resolution. As shown, reactive scalars such asmethane (CH4), carbon
monoxide (CO), and hydroxyl radical (OH) aremore sensitive to grid
resolution. The simulationwithG1,whichwell reproduces the results
reported in Ref. [13], overpredicts the combustion process from
x∕D � 15.0; and the overprediction becomes more severe for the
further downstream region, as indicated by the distribution of CH4

and the temperature. Notable improvements for all the reactive
scalars are obtained by increasing the grid resolution, with G4 yield-

ing reasonable prediction of heTi, heYCH4
i, heYCOi, and heYOHi up to

x∕D � 30.0. Figure 4 shows the predictions from some previous
representative simulations (e.g., the RANS/PDF simulation in 2011
[10], the LES/flamelet simulation in 2013 [11], and the LES/FDF
simulation in 2013 [13]) in comparison with the current simulation
using the grid G4. The notable improvement highlights the pro-
nounced effect of grid resolution for LES/FDF simulations of this
highly turbulent jet flame. It is worth mentioning that all the simu-
lations shown in Fig. 4 overpredict the coflow temperature by around
70K. The investigation byRowinski and Pope [13] illustrated that the
influences of radiative heat loss and entrainment are minor. There-
fore, the overprediction of the coflow temperature is likely due to the
heat loss of the coflow stream to the burner near the inlet. This inlet

boundary issue only becomes evident downstream because it takes

time for the coflow stream to get entrained into the area of r∕D < 5.0.
As preliminary tests for its potential influence, additional simulations

using a lower inlet coflow temperature have been carried out; and the

results are presented in Appendix D.
Figure 5 shows the radial profiles of the rms quantities. The rms of

themixture fraction reaches grid convergence, and it agrees well with

the experimentalmeasurement. In contrast, the rms of reactive scalars

(e.g., temperature, CH4, and CO) exhibits a certain level of grid

dependence, especially in the downstream region. Similar to the

mean quantities, the increase in grid resolution, in general, improves

the prediction of rms quantities.
To further quantify the improvements with respect to grid reso-

lution, the errors of the time-averaged quantities are examined. The

error of the mean temperature along the axis is defined as

Err�T0�x�� � jheT0�x�isimu − heT0�x�iexpj∕
�������������
T″2
0 �x�

q
exp

where heT0�x�i and
���������������
T 0 02
0 �x�

p
represent the time-averaged filtered

mean and rms of temperature along the axis, respectively. The red

Fig. 3 Radial profiles of the time-averaged mean of the filtered central jet mixture fraction, temperature, and species mass fractions, with grids G1, G2,

and G4.

Fig. 4 Radial profiles of the time-averaged mean of the filtered temperature and species mass fractions in comparison with previous representative
simulations.
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bars in Fig. 6 are the Err�T0�x�� with grids G1, G2, and G4 at three

representative locations. As shown, the error becomes larger in the

downstream region due to the accumulated error all the way up to the

inlet. Moreover, it is clear that, by increasing grid resolution fromG1

to G2, the error of the temperature decreases significantly. Further

increase of the grid resolution to G4 gains little improvement at

x∕D � 15.0 and 30.0, but it reduces the error significantly at

x∕D � 45.0, where the error still exhibits sensitivity to grid resolu-

tion. To further quantify whether the primary source of discrepancy

comes from the velocity field, large scalar mixing, or other factors,

the errors of the mean mixture fraction [Err�ξj;0�x��] and velocity

[Err�U0�x��] are computed. As shown in Fig. 6, although Err�T0�x��
becomes significantly larger further downstream, Err�ξj;0�x�� and

Err�U0�x�� are, in general, smaller and exhibit much less sensitivity

to grid resolution. More important, the errors of the velocity and

mixture fraction remain in the range from 0.1 to 0.5, even down-

stream, implying the accumulated errors in the velocity field

and large-scale mixing are small. Figure 7 shows the Err�T0�x��

against the filter size (Δ) on a log–log plot to examine the variation
of errors in terms of grid resolution in a more quantitative manner.
The filter size Δ is defined according to the local cubic volume, i.e.,

Δ � �Δx × Δr × rΔθ�1∕3. Also, r is taken to be 0.05D when com-
puting Δ on the central axis. A line of slope � 2 is taken as the
reference because the LES solver is second order in space. Note that,
in addition to the spatial discretization error, many other errors (e.g.,
the statistical error from the Monte Carlo particle method, the oper-
ator splitting error when advancing the computational particles, and
the error of chemistry integration from the ISAT method) may
obscure the analysis on the order of accuracy because all the errors
are coupled in a nonlinear fashion through the transport equations of
reacting flows.
To illustrate that the accumulated errors in the velocity field are

small, Fig. 8 shows the normalized mean axial velocity along the
axis. As shown, both the coarsest grid (G1) and the finest grid (G4)
match the experimental measurements reasonably well. Therefore,
the discrepancy in the downstream region is most likely due to the

Fig. 5 Radial profiles of rms of the central jet mixture fraction, temperature, and species mass fractions, with grids G1, G2, and G4.

Fig. 6 Error of mean temperature (Err�T0�x��), mixture fraction
(Err�ξj;0�x��), and axial velocity (Err�U0�x��) at x∕D � 15.0, 30.0, and
45.0, with grids G1, G2, and G4.

Fig. 7 Error of mean temperature (Err�T0�x��) against the filter size
(Δ) at x∕D � 30.0 and 45.0, with grids G1, G2, and G4.
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accumulated error resulting from the lack of resolution for reactive
scalars rather than for velocity,which is further analyzed in Sec. IV.A.

B. Flame Structure Analysis

Figure 9 shows the contours of the instantaneous filtered progress
variableec to illustrate the instantaneous flame structure, in which the
progress variable is defined as the mass of the carbon element in
carbon dioxide (CO2) and CO over the total mass of the carbon
element. The isolines of the filtered mixture fraction of 0.3 and 0.5

are shown as references. With grid G1, most of the regions witheξj <
0.5 are fully burned, as indicatedbyec > 0.8. By increasing resolution,
the unburned regions (as indicated byec < 0.2) penetrate deeper into
the downstream and spread more in the radial direction. And, most

mixtures get fully burned only wheneξj is below 0.3. This indicates

that, for a similar mixture composition, the combustion process
becomes slower with the increase of grid resolution. It is interesting
to note that there is a good correlation between the progress variable
and the mixture fraction, indicating a certain level of transport sim-
ilarity due to high turbulence, which is a useful implication for
modeling these types of highly turbulent premixed flames.
To investigate the instantaneous flame structuremorequantitatively,

the conditional mean properties are extracted from computational
particles and are compared to laminar reference flames with various
bulk strain rates. Four cylindrical regions located at x∕D � 7.5, 15.0,
30.0, and 45.0 and within 0.0 < r∕D < 2.0 and 0 < θ < 2π are
selected as sample regions. The computational particles within these
sampled regions are recorded for conditional statistics. The reference
flames at each axial location are opposed jet flames composed
of the central jet stream mixture versus the inert mixing product of
pilot and coflow streams. For a laminar opposed jet flame to mimic
the combustion characteristics of the turbulent flame considered,

it is important to specify the pilot/coflow mixture that most
intensively interacts with the central jet. This is done by calculating
the centerline values of the pilot and coflow mixture fractions at the

corresponding location [i.e., heξp�x; 0�i and heξc�x; 0�i based on C and

H elements] and then inertly mixing the pilot and coflow streams with

the mass fraction ratio heξp�x; 0�i∕heξc�x; 0�i. A schematic plot of the

laminar opposed jet flame configuration is shown in Fig. 10.
The pseudocolor in Fig. 11 represents the probability density

function of the progress variable conditioned on the central jet
mixture fraction [f�cjξj�] at x∕D � 15.0. The c − ξj profiles from
laminar opposed flames under various bulk strain rates are drawn as

references. The opposed flame with a bulk strain rate of 3150 s−1

corresponds to the laminar burning solution just before extinction.
The pseudocolor illustrates that there is a considerable amount of
mixtures below the laminar burning limit, indicating a level of local
extinction and deviation from the laminar flame structure at this
location. It is interesting to note that the luminosity observed from
the experiment at this location is high. Meanwhile, Fig. 11 illustrates
a considerable level of local extinction. This indicates that the high
luminosity is mainly due to the effect of the hot pilot rather than the
strong burning of the central jet. Figure 12 shows a similar plot at
x∕D � 30.0. As shown, the boundary of f�cjξj� sits well within the
laminar opposed jet flame solutions with moderate bulk strain rates
far from extinction. This indicates that the low luminosity observed in
the experiment at this location is more of the characteristic of the
laminar premixed flame composed of a very lean methane–air mix-
ture rather than due to the local extinction. This finding is also
consistent with the implication from the measured instantaneous
CO and OH in Ref. [12]. For a further downstream region (e.g., at
x∕D � 45.0), the effect of stretch from turbulence further reduces,
resulting in recovered flame luminosity. In addition, both Figs. 11 and
12 show that the upper and lower bounds of f�cjξj� move to lower

values of cwith grid G4 than with G1. This confirms the implication
from Fig. 9 that, for the same mixture, the predicted combustion
process becomes slower with the increased grid resolution.
The solid cyan lines in Figs. 11 and 12 represent the conditionally

averaged c on ξj, i.e., hcjξji at x∕D � 15.0 and 30.0, respectively. In
this study, a nominal flame thickness δL�x0� is defined as the thermal
thickness of the laminar opposed flame yielding the c − ξj profile
closest to the hc�x0�jξji from the G4 simulation. As shown, the

nominal flame thicknesses δL�x0� are 0.37 mm at x∕D � 15.0 and
0.75 mm at x∕D � 30.0, respectively. Figure 13a shows the nominal
flame thicknesses at x∕D � 7.5, 15.0, 30.0, and 45.0, respectively.
The nominal flame thickness increases along the axial location due to
the relaxation of flame stretch by turbulence. Figure 13b shows the
conditional mean of δL∕Δ along the axial direction, which accounts
for the streamwise variation of both δL and Δ. Note that only the
computational cells within the combustion zone characterized by

0.05 ≤ec ≤ 0.95 are sampled for statistics. As shown, hδL∕Δjxi
becomes larger as it goes downstream; this indicates that δL increases
faster than Δ along the axial direction, and it implies that the flame
structure gets better resolved in the downstream region. Therefore,
the deviation from the experimental measurement in the downstream
region is more likely to be related to the accumulated error from
upstream rather than the reduced grid resolution in the downstream
region. It is further noticed fromFig. 13b that the number of computa-
tional grids per thermal flame thickness is mostly less than two,

Fig. 8 Axial profile of the normalizedmean axial velocity on the central
axis with grids G1 and G4.

Fig. 9 Contours of the instantaneous filtered progress variable ( ~c) from

x∕D � 12.0 to 32.0. Also shown are the isolines of ~ξj � 0.3 and ~ξj � 0.5.

Fig. 10 Schematic plot of the laminar opposed jet flame configuration.
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which is modest when considering that a well-resolved resolution
requires ∼20 grids, illustrating that the improved prediction due to
the increase of grid resolution is not a simple consequence of
approaching the DNS limit.

IV. Investigation on the Sources of Grid Sensitivity

The sources of grid sensitivity can be primarily attributed to the
two unclosed terms in the particle evolution equations, namely, the
subgrid turbulent transport term in Eq. (3) and the subgrid mixing
term in Eq. (4). Furthermore, the notable improvement of the pre-
dicted species profiles with the increase of grid resolution can be
attributed to three factors, i.e., the reduced importance of subgrid
turbulent transport, the reduced importance, and/or more accurate
modeling of subgridmixing. In this section, the improved predictions
by increasing grid resolution are thoroughly explained through the
quantification of the resolved level of velocity and scalar fields, as
well as the analysis ofmixing-reaction budgets.Meanwhile, themost
prominent factor for the large grid sensitivity is identified.

A. Resolved Level of Velocity and Scalar Fields

To explain the improved prediction by increasing grid resolution,
the effects of increasing the grid resolution are investigated from the

perspective of the resolved level of velocity and scalar fields, which

are quantified through the resolved ratios of turbulent kinetic energy

and scalar variance, respectively. The resolved ratio of a scalar

variance RRϕ, is defined as

RRϕ � heϕ2i − heϕi2
heϕ2i − heϕi2 (6)

where heϕ2i − heϕi2 represents the resolved variance of ϕ, and

heϕ2i − heϕi2 is the estimation for the total variance, as in

Refs. [31,32]. When the simulation approaches the DNS limit,

both heϕ2i and heϕ2i → hϕ2i; meanwhile, heϕi2 → hϕi2, resulting

in RRϕ → 1.0. For turbulent kinetic energy, the resolved ratio is

estimated as

RRk �
�1∕2��heU2i − heUi2�

�1∕2��heU2i − heUi2� � �νt∕CΔ�2
(7)

where eU is the filtered streamwise velocity, and the resolved turbulent

kinetic energy is estimated based on eU. The subgrid turbulent kinetic

Fig. 11 Conditional PDFs of progress variable (pseudocolor) and conditional mean progress variable (solid line) at x∕D � 15.0, and profiles of opposed
laminar flames under different strain rates.

Fig. 12 Conditional PDFs of progress variable (pseudocolor) and conditional mean progress variable (solid line) at x∕D � 30.0, and profiles of opposed
laminar flames under different strain rates.

Fig. 13 Representations of a) reference flame thickness (δL) along the axial direction and b) grid resolution in terms of δL∕Δ along the axial direction.
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energy is estimated using ksgs � �νt∕CΔ�2 with C � 0.1, as in

Refs. [33,34]. Figure 14 shows the probability density functions
(PDFs) ofRRk andRRCH4

, which are obtained by taking the resolved

ratio of each computational cell as a sample point, and then collecting
these sample points within the combustion zone characterized by
0.05 ≤ec ≤ 0.95 over the entire domain.As shown,more than 95%of
the turbulent kinetic energy gets resolved even with the coarsest G1
grid, implying that the rms of the velocity field is relatively well
resolved. This explains the grid convergence for the mean and rms of
the mixture fraction, which is an indicator of the large-scale mixing.
For reactive scalar fields, the resolved ratios exhibit notable grid
sensitivity: the minimum resolved ratio of the YCH4

variance

increases from 80 to 90% by increasing the grid resolution from
G1 to G4. This indicates that the primary effect of increasing the grid
resolution is on enhancing the resolved level of reactive scalars and
that the subgrid turbulent transport has a minor impact, and is there-
fore not the primary source of grid sensitivity.
In turbulent premixed flames, chemical species may possess char-

acteristic length scales, which are significantly different from each
other [35]. Figure 15a shows the scatter of RRCH4

versusRROH. Also
drawn is a reference line ofRRCH4

∕RROH � 1.0. The samples below

the reference line imply that the variance of YCH4
is better resolved

than that of YOH. The lower resolved ratio of OHmay be attributed to
its smaller characteristic length scale. With the increased resolution
from G1 to G4, both RRCH4

and RROH approach 1.0, with RROH (in

general) being lower thanRRCH4
. For comparison, Fig. 15b shows the

similar scatter plot obtained from the inert mixing simulation by
suppressing the chemical reaction. The OH radical in this simulation
is solely introduced from the pilot and coflow inlets. As shown, the
scatter of RRCH4

and RROH remains close to the reference line of

RRCH4
∕RROH � 1.0 because the characteristic length scales of spe-

cies are solely determined by turbulent mixing and are expected to be
similar for all species. The notably lower RROH than RRCH4

in the

reacting flow simulation illustrates that the characteristic length
scales imposed by flame structure are still significant in this highly
turbulent premixed flame. This results in large sensitivity to the grid
resolution even though themean and rms of the velocity field arewell
resolved.

B. Mixing-Reaction Budgets

As demonstrated in the previous section, the primary effect of
increasing the grid resolution is on reactive scalar fields. In LES/FDF
simulations, for each individual particle, the species evolves accord-
ing to Eq. (4), where the species net production rate results from
resolvedmolecular diffusion, subgridmixing, and chemical reaction.
To investigate how these corresponding physiochemical processes
vary with the increased grid resolution, the rates of change due to
molecular diffusion, subgrid mixing, and chemical reaction are
extracted from the corresponding fractional steps during the compu-
tation. Figure 16 shows the conditional budgets of progress variable
at two selected locations of x∕D � 15.0 and 30.0. As shown, the
resolved molecular diffusion is much smaller than the subgrid mix-
ing, even with the finest grid G4. This illustrates that the conditional
diffusion rate is predominantly modeled by the micromixing model;
therefore, the improved prediction by increasing the grid resolution is
most likely due to the more accurate modeling of subgrid mixing.
Further observation shows that there is a balance between the

subgrid mixing and the reaction in the reaction zone (e.g., c > 0.6),
illustrating the overall flame-propagation process in the PM1-150.
This is consistent with the previous findings in RANS/PDF simu-
lations [36]. More important, the increased resolution from G1 to G4
has more pronounced effects on subgrid mixing than on reaction,
especially at downstream locations. For example, at x∕D � 30.0, the
peak of subgridmixing in the reaction zone increases by about 60% in
magnitude, whereas the peak of the reaction rate remains almost the
same, resulting in a negative net production rate of the progress
variable. Consequently, the overprediction of the combustion process
gets alleviated, and better predictions of the species radial profiles are
achieved. Therefore, the key factor for the improved prediction by
increasing thegrid resolution is the notably enhanced negative budget
due to subgrid mixing. This points to the micromixing model as the
largest source of grid sensitivity.
Figure 17 illustrates the uniformity of particle compositions by

showing the normalized variance of progress variables, which is

defined as η � gc 0 02∕�ec�1 −ec��, where gc 0 02 is the instantaneous sub-
grid variance reconstructed from the computational particles within
individual cells. As shown, the maximum of η appears in the reaction

Fig. 14 PDFs of the resolved ratios of turbulent kinetic energy (RRk) and YCH4
variance (RRCH4

).

a) b)
Fig. 15 Scatter plots of RRCH4

versus RROH using grids G1 and G4: a) reacting simulations, and b) inert mixing simulations.
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zone indicated by the regions where 0.6 <ec < 0.9. For grid G1, η
could be over 0.15, implying that the simulationwithCM � 20.0 still
exhibits significant subgrid variation and is still drastically different
from the implicit LES in which the subgrid fluctuation is ignored and
η is zero. By increasing the grid resolution from G1 to G4, the
maximum value of η decreases by half, i.e., from 0.15 to 0.06. The
increase of localness in composition space alleviates the modeling
challenge for the IEM model, and thus improves the prediction.

V. Effects of Micromixing Modeling

The mixing-reaction budget analysis illustrates that the improved
prediction by increasing the grid resolution can be primarily attrib-
uted to the enhancement of the negative budget due to subgrid
mixing. In a TPDF simulation, the subgrid mixing rate is determined
by the micromixing model, which usually consists of a specific
mixing formulation describing the manner in which mixing occurs,

which is coupled with the specification of the scalar mixing time-
scale. In this section, the effects of the mixing timescale and mixing
formulation are investigated through the analysis of mixing-reaction
budgets and the conditional PDF of the progress variable. Alternative
ways of modeling the mixing timescale and the mixing formulation
are also employed to assess the performances among various models
in terms of accuracy and grid sensitivity for LES/FDF simulations of
this highly turbulent premixed flame.

A. Effects of Mixing Timescale

Previous studies on turbulent non-premixed combustion demon-
strate the crucial impact of the scalar mixing timescale on the pre-
diction of local extinction/reignition phenomena [37–39]. In the
LES/FDF simulation of flame PM1-150 by Rowinski and Pope, the
constant mixing rate parameter (CM) was applied; and the improved
predictions were obtained by increasing CM from 5.0 to 20.0 [13]. It
is important to appreciate that the turbulence timescale that the
mixing rate parametermultiplies is different in the LES and inRANS.
In the context of RANS, the turbulence timescale is at the integral
scale, and the mixing rate parameter is (in general) on the order of
unity. However, in the LES, the turbulence timescale is based on the
subgrid quantities, resulting in a grid-dependent mixing rate param-
eter that can bemuch larger than unity. The dynamic modeling ofCM

shows that this constant could be easily over 20.0 [40]. In this work,
CM is taken to be 5.0, 20.0, and 40.0 for parametric study. Figure 18
shows the radial profiles of the time-averaged quantities with differ-
entCM values using grid G1. Consistent with the finding in Ref. [13],
increasing CM from 5.0 to 20.0 results in a notable improvement.
Further increasing CM beyond 20.0 has only a minor impact. It is
worthmentioning that, different frommanyprevious studies inwhich
increasing the mixing frequency was shown to enhance the combus-
tion progress [41–43], increasingCM results in the suppression of the
combustion progress in this highly turbulent flame. The finding about
CM is supported by the particle-level sensitivity analysis of another
high-speed PPJB flame, i.e., flame PM1-200 in which the combus-
tion progress is found to exhibit negative sensitivity to micromixing
[36]. This is as expected because stronger mixing results in more
extinction for a flame close to the blowoff limit.
To further reveal the effects of CM variation on the subgrid phys-

iochemical processes, a mixing-reaction budget analysis is per-
formed for LES/FDF simulations on grid G1 with various CM

values. As shown in Fig. 19, similar to the grid refinement, the
subgrid mixing yields a negative budget near c � 1 and a positive
budget near c � 0, therefore diffusing the reaction progress away
from the burned state to the unburned state. Meanwhile, larger
negative net production rates are observed when CM is increased
from 5.0 to 20.0, which results in the alleviation of the overpredicted
combustion process. However, different from grid refinement, both
reaction and subgridmixing rates of the progress variable are reduced
by increasing CM, demonstrating the compound effects of the scalar
mixing timescale on the combustion process. It is further noticed that
the magnitude of the subgrid mixing rate is reduced with the increase
ofCM, despite the fact that a larger value ofCM corresponds to larger
mixing frequency. This is because increasingCM reduces the subgrid
variance, which compensates for the increase of mixing frequency. A
further increase of CM to 40.0 has little impact on the net production
rate of the progress variable, and consequently results in almost the
same radial profiles as those with CM � 20.0. It is worth noting that
taking CM � 40.0 on grid G1 yields a similar mixing frequency to
taking CM � 20.0 on grid G2. However, the latter one produces a
notably better prediction of the species profile, implying that the
modeling of the mixing timescale is not the only issue hindering the
accurate prediction of this highly turbulent premixed flame. This
points to further investigation on the mixing formulation.

B. Effects of Mixing Formulation

As a widely applied micromixing model with demonstrated suc-
cess in predicting local extinction/reignition phenomena, the Euclid-
eanminimum spanning treemodel [23] is employed to investigate the
effects of the mixing formulation on LES/FDF simulations of this

Fig. 16 Rates of subgrid mixing (Sub. Mix), chemical reaction (Reac-

tion), molecular diffusion (Mol. Diff), and the summation (Net) condi-
tionally averaged on the progress variable.

Fig. 17 Contours of the instantaneous normalized variance of the
progress variable (η) fromx∕D � 12.0 to 32.0.Also shownare the isolines
of ~c � 0.6 and ~c � 0.9.
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highly turbulent premixed flame. A previous RANS/PDF investiga-

tion implied that the localness of mixing in the composition space

may not be essential for high-speed PPJB flames [36]. However, in

the LES context, the effects of enforcing localness in the composition

space are unknown. In the following, theEMSTmodel is appliedwith

the mixing rate parameter of CM � 20.0 to compare with the corre-

sponding predictions using IEM. The results using the EMST with

different CM values are presented in Appendix E to illustrate that

increasing CM suppresses the combustion progress, which is the

same as the findings from IEM. Figure 20 shows the time-averaged

filtered mean and rms species radial profiles using the IEM and

EMST models, respectively. As expected, there is no significant

difference in heξji and h
��������
ξ 0 02
j

q
i between the IEM and EMST models

because subgrid mixing does not affect the mean of a passive scalar,

and both models yield the exponential decay of subgrid variance at

the same characteristic time of 1∕ΩM. The radial profiles of heTi and
heYCH4

i illustrate that, under the same spatial resolution (together with

the same mixing timescale), the EMST predicts a faster overall

combustion process than IEM. By increasing the grid resolution,
both the IEM and EMSTexhibit improvements on the predictions for
reactive scalars. Moreover, the prediction using IEM exhibits larger
sensitivity to grid resolution, especially in the downstream region,

e.g., heTi and heYCH4
i at x∕D � 45.0. The lower dependence on grid

resolution for the EMSTmay be attributed to its localness in compo-
sition space.
To further investigate the behavior of the EMST model in this

highly turbulent premixed flame, Fig. 21a shows the conditional PDF
of progress variable (f�cjξj�) from the EMST at x∕D � 15.0 using
grid G1 with the constant mixing rate parameter CM � 20.0. Com-
pared to the f�cjξj� predicted by IEM shown in Fig. 21b (reproduced

fromFig. 11 to facilitate comparison), at the samevalue of ξj, both the
upper and lower bounds of f�cjξj� move to higher values of c when
the EMST is employed. In addition, the lower boundary of f�cjξj�
sits well within the solution of the laminar opposed jet flame with a

strain rate of 3150 s−1, implying all the computational particles are
within the burning solution. This is different from the predictions
from the IEM model, where a significant number of computational

Fig. 18 Radial profiles of the time-averaged mean of the filtered central jet mixture fraction, temperature, and species mass fractions, with CM

of 5.0, 20.0, and 40.0.

Fig. 19 Rates of subgridmixing, reaction, molecular diffusion, and the summation conditionally averaged on the progress variable withCM � 5.0, 20.0,
and 40.0.
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particles are locally extinguished. Therefore, for this highly turbulent
premixed flame, the EMST model predicts less extinction than the
IEM model. The similar characteristics have been reported in turbu-
lent non-premixed combustion [37–39,44], where the EMST was
found to be more resistant to extinction. In terms of the conditional
mean of the progress variable (hcjξji), it is interesting to note that

hcjξji is close to the laminar flame with the bulk strain rate of

1400 s−1 when IEM is applied. However, the bulk strain rate match-

ing the hcjξji predicted by the EMST is as low as 350 s−1. It has been

demonstrated in Ref. [45] that, by neglecting the intermittency, the
EMST model yields an equation similar to the unsteady flamelet
equation, except that the mean scalar dissipation rate rather than the
instantaneous one appears in that equation. Because the mean scalar
dissipation rate may bemuch smaller than the instantaneous one, this
may explain why the predicted hcjξji by the EMST corresponds to a

laminar flame with a low strain rate. The finding implies that the
EMSTmodelmay overenforce the localness in composition space for
this highly turbulent premixed flame, providing valuable implica-
tions for further development of micromixing models.
The faster combustion process predicted by the EMST can also be

implied from the subgrid mixing rate shown in Fig. 22. As observed,
under the same grid resolution, the range of the positive subgrid
mixing rate in progress variable space from the EMST is relatively
wider than IEM, resulting in a faster combustion process. The neg-
ative budget due to subgrid mixing gets enhanced with the increased
grid resolution, although less significant than IEM, resulting in the

alleviation of the overpredicted combustion process. These findings
illustrate that both IEM and EMST models exhibit a certain level of
dependence on grid resolution, resulting in large grid sensitivity for
the LES/FDF simulation of this highly turbulent premixed flame. The
development of a more advanced micromixing model and the assess-
ment on some recently proposed models, such as the multiple-map-
ping conditioning model [46,47], the shadow-position mixing model
[48,49], etc., warrant further study.

C. Discussion on an Alternative Mixing Timescale Model

Instead of modeling the scalar mixing timescale with the chemical
reaction effect being completely ignored, a variety of mixing time-
scale models accounting for chemical reaction have been proposed
for reactive scalar mixing [42,50–54] to yield the improved predic-
tion of turbulent premixed flames. Among these, the hybrid mixing
timescale model [54] linearly blends the expressions of scalar dis-
sipation rates in the laminar flamelet and passive mixing limits, and it
dynamically adjusts the mixing rate parameter according to the level
of turbulence–chemistry interaction. This model was originally pro-
posed for RANS/PDF simulations, and it has been validated against
the DNS data of a lean premixed hydrogen–air jet flame, in which the
model was found to be superior to the commonly used constant
mechanical-to-scalar mixing timescale ratio model [54].
To investigate the potential improvement by accounting for the

chemical reaction when modeling the mixing timescale in the LES/
FDF simulation of this highly turbulent premixed flame, the hybrid

Fig. 20 Radial profiles of the time-averaged filtered mean and rms quantities using IEM and EMST models with grids G1 and G2.

a) EMST, G1, x/D=15 b) IEM, G1, x/D=15
Fig. 21 Conditional PDFs of progress variable (pseudocolor) and conditionalmeanprogress variable (solid line) predictedusingEMSTand IEMmodels.
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mixing timescale model is augmented to the LES context. A direct
extension to the LES context by replacing the Reynolds-averaged
quantities with the spatially filtered quantities yields

ΩM � �1 − η�CMΩt � ηeχfc∕gc 0 02 (8)

where η is the subgrid segregation factor defined as the normalized
variance of the progress variable, Ωt is the subgrid turbulence fre-

quency, andeχfc is the flame-induced scalar dissipation rate computed
based on the laminar reference flames.
However, Eq. (8) does not yield the correct DNS limit of the

flowfield, where turbulence gets fully resolved but not necessarily
the flame structure. In this limit, the turbulence-induced mixing
should approach zero. To account for the correct limiting behavior,
the following attenuation factor is introduced:

ηa � 1 − e−Δ∕�αlη� (9)

whereΔ is the filter width, lη is the Kolmogorov length scale, and α is
a model constant that is taken to be 1.0. Therefore, the augmented
hybrid mixing timescale model for the LES is

ΩM � ηa�1 − η�CMΩt � �1 − ηa�1 − η��eχfc∕gc 0 02 (10)

such that, when Δ ≪ lη, ηa approaches zero; and there is no turbu-

lence-induced mixing. By introducing the extended segregation
factor defined as η� � 1 − ηa�1 − η�, Eq. (10) yields

ΩM � �1 − η��CMΩt � η�eχfc∕gc 0 02 � �1 − η��Ωt
c � η�Ωf

c � Ωeff
c

(11)

where Ωt
c, Ωf

c , and Ωeff
c correspond to the turbulence-induced,

flame–induced, and effective mixing frequencies, respectively.
In this work, the laminar opposed jet flame of jet-coflow compo-

sitions with bulk strain rates of 700 s−1 is taken to be the reference
flame for this model. This is because it best matches the conditional
mean of progress variable (hcjξji) at the downstream location of

x∕D � 30 (see Fig. 12). It is more valuable than matching hcjξji
upstream, in the sense that the flame-inducedmixing is expected to be
more important downstream. The ratio Δ∕lη is estimated to be the

order of one because Δ ∼ δL (as shown in Fig. 13) and lη ∼ δL
(because the PM1-150 flame is close to the broken reaction zone
regime [12]). For a parametric study,Δ∕lη is taken to be 1∕3 and 2∕1,
with the corresponding ηa being 0.28 and 0.86, respectively. LES/
FDF simulations are performed on grid G1 using both the constant
mixing rate parameter model and the augmented hybrid timescale
model with CM � 20.0. As shown in Fig. 23, the hybrid mixing
timescale model produces slightly better predictions of the species
radial profiles. This is because, for this highly turbulent flame, the
hybrid model (in general) has a minor impact on the scalar mixing

timescale because it is mostly governed by turbulence. The flame-
inducedmixing frequency only exceeds the turbulence-inducedmix-
ing frequency in the flame brush between x∕D of 15.0 and 30.0 (see

Fig. 24 for the comparison of hΩt
ci, hΩf

ci, and hΩeff
c i), resulting in a

slightly larger effective mixing frequency, and therefore a slight
improvement of the species radial profiles. The major finding from
applying the hybrid timescale model is that the scalar mixing time-
scale is mostly governed by turbulence for this highly turbulent
flame, and the improvement by accounting for the chemical reaction
in the mixing timescale modeling is small.

VI. Conclusions

LES/FDF simulations of the PM1-150 flame have been performed,
which yielded notably improved predictions throughout the extinc-
tion–reignition region by increasing grid resolution. The compari-
sons between the molecular and subgrid turbulence diffusivities as
well as the ratio between the filter size and the flame thermal thick-
ness are made to demonstrate that the applied grid resolution is far
from theDNS. Therefore, the improvement due to the increase of grid
resolution is not a simple consequence of approaching theDNS limit.
A flame structure analysis through the conditional PDFs of the
progress variable shows that, at x∕D � 15.0, there is a certain level
of local extinction and deviation from the flamelet combustion
regime. Meanwhile, beyond x∕D � 30.0, the mixture sits well
within the laminar burning solutions, demonstrating that the low
luminosity at x∕D � 30.0 is less related to local extinction.

Fig. 22 Rates of subgrid mixing conditionally averaged on progress
variable at x∕D � 30.0 from the EMST and IEMmodels.CM � 20.0 for
all the calculations.

Fig. 23 Radial profiles of time-averaged filtered species mass fractions:
constant CM � 20.0 (dashed blue line); hybrid model with ηa � 0.86
(dotted–dashed red line); and hybrid model with ηa � 0.28 (solid cyan

line).

Fig. 24 Radial profiles of time-averaged turbulence induced mixing
frequency, flame-induced mixing frequency, and effective mixing
frequency.
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The sources of grid sensitivity, which are primarily attributed to the

two unclosed terms in the particle evolution equations (i.e., the

subgrid turbulent transport term and the subgrid mixing term) are

thoroughly examined through the quantification of the resolved

levels of the velocity and scalar fields, as well as the mixing-reaction
budget analysis. It is shown that more than 95% of the turbulent

kinetic energy gets resolved evenwith the coarsest grid, implying that

the subgrid turbulent transport has only a minor impact, and is

therefore not the primary source of grid sensitivity.Amixing-reaction

budget analysis illustrates that subgrid mixing dominates over the

resolved molecular diffusion and is notably enhanced with the

increased grid resolution. Therefore, the key factor for the improved

prediction by the increasing the grid resolution is the more accurate
modeling of subgridmixing. This points to themicromixingmodel as

the largest source of grid sensitivity. The instantaneous contours of

the normalized subgrid variance of the progress variable further

illustrate the increase of localness in the composition space with

the increased grid resolution, which alleviates the modeling chal-

lenge for the micromixing model, and thus improves the predictions.
An investigation is carried out for the mixing timescale and the

formulation, which are the two key components of a micromixing

model. The effects of the mixing timescale are investigated through a

parametric study of the mixing rate parameter and the analysis of

mixing-reaction budgets. The results show that the subgrid mixing

yields a negative production rate of the progress variable (c) near
c � 1 and a positive rate near c � 0, therefore diffusing the reaction
progress away from the burned state to the unburned state. Moreover,

increasingCM from 5.0 to 20.0 yields significant improvement due to
the enhancement of the negative net production rate of the progress

variable, illustrating that the mixing timescale is of paramount

importance. However, the modeling of the mixing timescale is not

the only issue hindering the accurate prediction of this highly turbu-

lent premixed flame because gridG1withCM � 40.0 yields a similar

mixing frequency as grid G2 withCM � 20.0, whereas the latter one
produces notably better prediction. The effects of the mixing formu-
lation are investigated through the comparison between IEM and
EMST models. It is shown that the EMST is less grid dependent but
predicts a notably faster combustion process as compared to IEM.
The behaviors of these twomodels are explained through themixing-
reaction budgets and the conditional PDF of the progress variable,
implying that the EMST may overenforce the localness in composi-
tion space for flame PM1-150. It is also shown that both IEM and
EMST models exhibit a certain level of dependence on grid resolu-
tion, resulting in large grid sensitivity for the LES/FDF simulation of
this highly turbulent premixed flame. Finally, the potential improve-
ment by accounting for chemical reaction whenmodeling themixing
timescale is discussed. The recently proposed hybrid mixing time-
scale model is augmented for reactive scalar mixing in the LES
context. The results show that, for PM1-150, the augmented hybrid
model (in general) has a minor impact on the scalar mixing timescale
because the turbulence (in general) controls the scalar mixing proc-
ess. Only, for region 15.0 < x∕D < 30.0, a slightly larger mixing
frequency is achieved by accounting for flame-induced mixing,
which results in a slight improvement in the species radial profiles.
These findings about grid sensitivity and micromixing models pro-
vide useful insights for the LES/FDF simulations of highly turbulent
premixed flames.

Appendix A: Effects of Turbulent Schmidt Number

Figure A1 shows the radial profiles of the time-averaged quantities
predicted with different values of the turbulent Schmidt number (Sct)
using grid G1 and CM � 20.0. As shown, increasing Sct slightly
enhances the spreading of the central jet; but, in general, the differ-
ence due to the variation of Sct is very minor. This minor difference
can be expected from Fig. 2b, in which the molecular diffusivity is
larger than turbulent diffusivity almost everywhere for x > 15D.

Fig. A1 Radial profiles of the time-averaged mean of the filtered central jet mixture fraction, temperature, and species mass fractions, with turbulent
Schmidt numbers of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6.
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Appendix B: Effects of In Situ Adaptive Tabulation Error Tolerance

Figure B1 shows the radial profiles of the time-averaged quantities predicted with different ISATerror tolerances using the finest grid (G4) and

CM � 20.0. As shown, the results using half of the error tolerance (i.e., 3 × 10−6) are very close to the baseline, illustrating that reducing the ISAT

error tolerance below 6 × 10−6 has only a minor impact on predictions.

Fig. B1 Radial profiles of the time-averaged mean of the filtered central jet mixture fraction, temperature, and species mass fractions, with ISAT error
tolerances (Err. Tol.) of 6e-6 and 3e-6.
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Appendix C: Effects of Axial Grid Resolution

Figure C1 shows the radial profiles of the time-averaged quantities predicted using grid G1-A, which doubles the axial resolution of G1 but

maintains its radial resolution.As shown, the improvement fromG1 toG1-A isminor, illustrating that doubling the axial resolution has onlyminor

effects on the scalar profiles and justifies the refinement in the radial direction from grids G2 to G4.

Fig. C1 Radial profiles of the time-averagedmean of the filtered central jet mixture fraction, temperature, and speciesmass fractions, with gridsG1 and

G1-A.
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Appendix D: Effects of Coflow Temperature

Figure D1 shows the radial profiles of the time-averaged quantities predicted with a lower coflow temperature of 1430 K using the finest grid

(G4) and CM � 20.0. As shown, compared to the baseline value of 1500 K, the overprediction of the temperature and OH downstream gets

notably suppressed. However, the discrepancies in CH4 and CO profiles are still significant, implying that there are other factors causing the

deviation.

Fig. D1 Radial profiles of the time-averaged mean of the filtered central jet mixture fraction, temperature, and species mass fractions, with coflow
temperatures of 1430 and 1500 K.
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Appendix E: Effects of Mixing Rate Parameter

Figure E1 shows the radial profiles of the time-averaged quantities predictedwith different values ofCM using the EMSTmodel on grid G1. As

shown, increasingCM from5.0 to 20.0 results in notable improvement, but further increasingCM beyond20.0 has only aminor impact. In general,

increasing CM suppresses the predicted combustion progress using the EMST. This is the same as the finding from IEM.
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